ZedAI telcon 20090309

From zedwiki

**Note:** The 9 March 2009 meeting will be held at 1400h UTC. Find the meeting time in your geographical location ([http://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/fixedtime.html?month=3&day=9&year=2009&hour=14&min=0&sec=0&p1=0](http://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/fixedtime.html?month=3&day=9&year=2009&hour=14&min=0&sec=0&p1=0)).
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## Scribe

Per

## Present

Josh, Boris, Leona, Stephen, James and Per

## Regrets

Markus, Marisa, Kenny

## Action Items
Previous Action Items

- Markus to create wiki page devoted to level issue
- Dennis: produce XForms+XHTML2 workbook examples, put on Wiki
- Dennis to post information about QTI to the list. (open)
- Markus fix ZedAI main page, start a ZedAI Overview page (postponed, Markus is working on spec prose first.)
- Sam - gathering sample documents.
- Kenny - gathering sample documents.
- Markus to invite people for profile testing.
- Markus to ask the DAISY list about how newspapers/periodicals markup is currently being done.
- Gregory to research mechanisms for local extension of taxonomies

New Action Items

- James to contact Markus to have an issue dialog started for issues 16 and 21
- Per to contact Kenny about screen reader evaluation of the schema doc
- Ole to decide if he will be able to evaluate the autogenerated XSD's

Agenda

close of previous weeks issues

em,strong,i,b,u,et al

http://code.google.com/p/zednext/issues/detail?id=25

After some discussion the group is endorsing option 5. We need to work out some details about subsetting.

external object inclusion

List email and http://code.google.com/p/zednext/issues/detail?id=19

After some discussion: we are endorsing the use of the XHTML2 object, described as option 2 on the issue tracker.

new issues to adress this week

- Select two issues to close (via emailing list) this week.

We decided to adress the following issues:

- Issue 16: Extended annotation support, see http://code.google.com/p/zednext/issues/detail?id=16
- Issue 21: producer notes/annotations, see http://code.google.com/p/zednext/issues/detail?id=21

James will contact Markus to have an issue dialog started.
Job vacancy: screen reader evaluation of Per's schemadoc

We need to do a screen-reader evaluation of Per's schemadoc asap, to give ample time for Per to optimize efficiency before the late april/early may release.

Assign action item to at least one person to do this.

Kenny has volunteered to do this, Per will contact kenny to get started.

Job vacancy: evaluation of autogenerated XSD

We need to do an evaluation of the autogenerated XSD to give ample time for Markus to try to fix any UPA or other issues before late april/early may may release.

Assign action item to at least one person (perhaps living in Denmark) to do this.

Ole seems to be very qualified to do this, as he is very XSD aware, in addition to be living in Denmark.

If Ole is unable to do this, Kenny has volunteered to do it.

AOB

Now that several of us have changed, or will soon change, to Daylight Saving Time, this could be an opportunity to adjust telcon start time back to 1300h UTC. No decision was made, so this could be an item for the next agenda.
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